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Chapter 1 A deadly strike 

Tod and Maria are 

zoologists. They like 

study all about dangerous 

snakes. They have 

traveled to South 

America, wet lands, 

deserts, India and 

Amazon rainforest, 

those places have many 

dangerous snake. They have been to many 

dangerous places, but their last station of the 

trip to Africa is the most dangerous. Tod and 

Maria have found many deadly snake for example, 

anaconda and southern rattle snakes. 

 

Tod and Maria were in Africa now, this was their 

last journey. This story is about Tod and Maria in 
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Africa. In Africa Tod and Maria saw a lot of 

deadly snakes example black mamba, puff adder 

and the green vine snake. It’s three months later 

but there are no signs of Tod and Maria. Other 

zoologists’ wonder why Tod and Maria still don’t 

come back, so other zoologists go to Africa to 

find Tod and Maria, but how hard they find, they 

still could not find Tod and Maria. So they ask 

some African people. One African people said: ” 

on that day I 

saw the two 

people looking 

for snake.” But 

the real story 

is on that day 

Maria and Tod are searching for snakes. Suddenly 

they saw an Africa spitting cobra, and then they 

try to catch the Africa spitting cobra. The Africa 

spitting cobra tries to escape. So it goes to a cave, 
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Tod and Maria take out the torch and follow the 

snake to go into the cave, Tod and Maria go 

deeper and deeper into the cave, the deeper they 

went the darker it is, Tod and Maria don’t know 

this cave was dangerous. So they have entered 

the Africa spitting cobra’s trap. Tod didn’t know 

the Africa spitting cobra was one step near Tod 

because it’s so dark so Tod can’t see the Africa 

spitting cobra. After Tod take one more step he 

was struck by the Africa spiting cobra, Tod tried 

to escape but when he take one more step he was 

dead. After Maria saw Tod is dead. She tried to 

escape but the 

Africa spitting 

cobra is too 

fast to Maria 

is also struck 

by the Africa 

spitting cobra she was dead too.  
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Other zoologists learn from Tod and Maria they 

have to be careful when they see an Africa 

spitting cobra. 
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Chapter 2 Alligator Attack 

 Freddy and Amy are Tod and Maria’s friends, Tod 

and Maria love snakes, but Freddy and Amy love 

crocodiles and waterfalls, and they are also zoologist. 

Freddy and Amy have been to many waterfalls, for 

example Angel falls in Venezuela, Niagara Falls in 

Canada – America border, Rhine falls in Europe, 

Yosemite falls in north America and Dettifoss falls in 

Iceland. They also know about crocodiles for example 

saltwater croc, Nile crocodile and dwarf crocodile. 

 The most excited 

adventure is in Victoria Falls 

in Zambia in Africa. The 

Victoria Falls is the largest 

waterfall in the world, 

because the entire width is 1.7 kilometers and over 108 

meter vertical. The river connected to Victoria Falls is 

called Zambezi River. On that day, Freddy and Amy 
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went to Victoria Falls; they row a boat to go there. 

When they arrived, they saw a lake, but Freddy and 

Amy didn’t know at the edge of the lake is a waterfall, 

and the waterfall’s name is Victoria Falls, that’s the 

waterfall that Freddy and Amy want to look for. When 

they arrived to the edge of the lake, it was too late to 

escape, so they drop to 

Victoria Falls and down they 

went. After arrived to the 

bottom of Victoria Falls, 

Freddy and Amy were safe. But they still have to go 

rafting across the river. After rafting they have been 

to a river, the river is full with crocodiles. Some 

crocodiles are eating, some crocodiles are swimming and 

some crocodiles are resting under the sun. Freddy and 

Amy are amazing. But they didn’t know an enormous 

crocodile is following them. Later Freddy and Amy felt 

something strange, so they looked at the back of the 

boat, and then they saw an enormous crocodile was 
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coming after them. So Freddy and Amy row the boat 

faster and faster, but the crocodile was catching up, so 

they found something in their rucksack, because they 

know that crocodile bite everything in their way. So 

Freddy and Amy bring out a 

torch, then they throw the 

torch into the river, the 

crocodile is distracted buy 

the torch. Freddy and Amy 

row the boat quickly to escape. At last, Freddy and Amy 

are safe, and they row the boat across the river. 

Afterward, they saw a village, Freddy and Amy ask the 

people in the village how to go to town, the people in the 

village said “just walk by this path,, then you will go back 

to town.” Freddy and Amy followed what the people in 

the village said. Finally, they arrived to town and they 

saw an airport, then they bought two tickets to get on 

the airplane and they went to home. When they arrived 

home, they show other zoologist the pictures they have 
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taken. 

 Freddy and Amy are very happy because they can 

overcome the difficulties. And they will explore more of 

waterfalls and crocodiles. 

 

 
 


